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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate super-resolution chemical imaging with
plasmonic nanoholes via surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS).
Due to large field enhancements, blinking behavior of SERS hot spots was
observed and processed using a stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
(STORM) algorithm. This enabled localization to within 10 nm and high-
resolution imaging. However, illumination of the sample with a static laser
beam produced only SERS hot spots in fixed locations, leaving noticeable gaps
in the final images. By randomly altering the phase profile of the incident beam
with a simple optical diffuser, the hot spots were shifted across the plasmonic
surface to illuminate different areas of the sample, thereby rendering a final
image without the gaps. A tunable band-pass filter was used to preserve
spectral information, allowing chemical contrast imaging. Images were then compared to those obtained with a scanning electron
microscope. Finally, we show that super-resolution SERS images can also be obtained with our dynamic illumination technique
on even the most basic plasmonic substrate: as-deposited rough silver films. These results show significant potential for the use of
simple plasmonic substrates with straightforward illumination and collection schemes for super-resolution chemical imaging.
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Diffraction limits the resolution of standard optical
microscopy and hinders many of the most demanding

applications in imaging and spectroscopy. Given its broad
significance, much effort has been spent toward developing
super-resolution optical imaging.1−4 While various techniques
exist using fluorescent tags, options that do not use
fluorescence labels would also be particularly useful.5

Furthermore, gathering spectral information via Raman spec-
troscopy would allow super-resolution chemical contrast
imaging.6 As one particular solution toward this goal,7 the
field of plasmonics8−10 aims to manipulate light within
dimensions much smaller than the optical wavelength by
exploiting surface plasmon resonances in metallic nanostruc-
tures. Plasmons are oscillations of the conduction electrons at
the surface of a metal and can squeeze or focus electromagnetic
energy into very small volumes. These locally enhanced fields,
sometimes called “hot spots”, can be used for biosensing
applications,11−14 surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(SERS),15−19 tip-enhanced imaging,20 or nanotweezing.21,22

Hot spots have also been used to optically map metallic
nanostructures7,23,24 or to image biological structures25 via
SERS and with subdiffraction-limited resolution.26 However,
using SERS for wide-field imaging requires uniform and dense
hot spot generation. Unfortunately, due to the inhomogeneous
and often random nature of hot spot generation,19 this remains
a significant challenge. To address this, some level of control of
these hot spots would provide many benefits. While focused
plasmons have been shifted across a plasmonic surface via
dynamic illumination,29,30 SERS imaging with these techniques
has not been fully explored. Likewise, SERS has not been

exploited to gather chemical information in various other
plasmonic super-resolution imaging techniques such as
plasmonic structured illumination microscopy31−33 and spa-
tially activated plasmonic hot spot imaging.34 We previously
reported on the use of a spatial light modulator (SLM) to
dynamically shift SERS hot spots with subdiffraction-limited
resolution.27 In particular, that work gave an experimental
demonstration of localizing and shifting a single SERS hot spot
with <100 nm precision in and around a single nanohole.
Shifting the location of hot spots over a surface to illuminate
different regions of a sample suggested significant potential for
imaging purposes and has been in continuous develop-
ment.28,35 In this paper, we demonstrate super-resolution
chemical imaging using this dynamic illumination technique
with two different plasmonic substrates: nanohole arrays and
as-deposited rough silver films. Due to the large field
enhancements from these plasmonic hot spots, blinking
behavior of the SERS was observed and processed using either
a custom stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
(STORM) algorithm36 or the open-source alternative rapid-
STORM.37 This enabled super-resolution SERS-STORM
chemical imaging. Importantly, our optical images are
compared to scanning electron microscope (SEM) images
and, by using a tunable band-pass filter, are analyzed to display
chemical contrast. Finally, we demonstrate the ability to
dynamically shift these hot spotsstatic illumination typically
produces nonuniform static hot spots that leave gaps in the
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final imageby moving an optical diffuser around in the beam
path during the SERS-STORM imaging process, fully replacing
the SLM. In general, SERS substrates suffer from nonuniform
enhancements, and significant effort has gone into their
optimization.19 Our illumination techniques may help over-
come this limitation, without necessitating the redesign of a
given substrate itself but by instead tailoring the illumination
profile. Ideally, both a SERS substrate and its illumination
profile could be optimized for wide-field, uniform, super-
resolution SERS imaging. In any case, random illumination
through a moving optical diffuser eliminates the need to solve a
difficult inverse problem for specifically tailored hot spot
patterns29,30 or the need for an expensive SLM. This research

also suggests a final improvement, discussed further below, that
perhaps even a randomly patterned SERS substrate with
random illumination could also be used for uniform, super-
resolution imaging.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For our plasmonic substrates, we used either a 700 nm
periodicity hexagonal array of 200 nm diameter holes through a
50 nm thick silver film or an as-deposited 10 nm thick silver
film on a silicon wafer. Nanohole arrays cause enhanced
transmission effects38 and have been used widely for
biosensing13 as well as SERS,17 while the random roughness
of a thin as-deposited silver film can also excite SERS. Changing

Figure 1. Experimental setup and nanohole chips. (a) Schematic of the microscope system. In some experiments, an optical diffuser was used to alter
the phase profile of the laser beam instead of the SLM. The reflected light passes through a long-pass filter and is sent to either a spectrometer or a
CCD camera for imaging. A tunable filter also provides spectral selectivity. (b) SEM image of the nanohole chips used for SERS and imaging
experiments. (c) The 50 nm thick silver film had small random grain boundaries in between the nanoholes that also produced SERS signals. (d)
Representative SERS spectrum of a strand of collagen fiber that was deposited onto the nanohole surface.

Figure 2. Super-resolution images of a collagen fiber strand with various illumination schemes. (a) Bright-field optical micrograph of the nanohole
array with uniform Gaussian illumination. (b) Bright-field optical micrograph of a “random” illumination profile by illuminating through an optical
diffuser. Moving the diffuser changes the pattern. (c) Single frame of the SERS substrate as imaged on the CCD camera. (d) The SERS hot spots are
seen to “blink” in time, allowing the use of a STORM fitting process to build up a final image. (e) Illumination of the sample with a static beam
profile, processed with a SERS-STORM technique. Many gaps are seen with static illumination of the sample. (f) Holographic illumination with the
SLM but randomly shifting the phase profile. The gaps are now filled in, producing a full super-resolution image. (g) Holographic illumination with a
striped grating pattern while dynamically shifting the angle (similar to techniques used in structured illumination microscopy42). There was more
noise in the image and lower resolution, but the fiber pattern is still apparent. (h) Illumination with an unfocused laser beam shining through a
moving diffuser, mimicking the dynamic random phase mask of the SLM. This random diffuser technique replicated that of the SLM. (Inset) More
detail of a portion of the fiber.
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the illumination profile allows us to shift the plasmonic hot
spots in and around the array for dynamic imaging and hot spot
placement.27 Figure 1a shows a schematic of the microscope
illumination system with a 660 nm laser (Laser Quantum) and
a phase-only SLM (Hamamatsu). The sample is mounted on a
nanopositioning stage (Mad City Labs) for precise alignment.
With a proper pattern and a spatial filter, the SLM is capable of
illuminating the sample with a controlled amplitude and
phase39 for subwavelength hot spot placement.27 In our current
case, however, the SLM was used to display only random
illumination profiles and was later even replaced with an optical
diffuser placed at the position of the spatial filter as described
below. Reflected light passed through a long-pass filter
(Semrock) and could be sent to a spectrometer or to an
electron multiplied (EM) CCD (PCO). In some experiments,
the Raman light would also pass through a tunable band-pass
filter (Semrock) before arriving at the EM-CCD. For chemical
imaging, we examined the SERS signals from strands of type I
collagen protein fiber adsorbed on the silver surface as well as
microcontact printed patterns of hexadecanethiol or back-
ground layers of methylbenzenethiol. A SEM image of the
nanohole sample is shown in Figure 1b. The texturing in
between the nanoholes is apparent in a zoomed-in view (Figure
1c). Since this substrate is used for imaging, this texturing is
important to also enable SERS between the nanoholes.
A template stripping method was used to produce the silver

nanohole arrays40 with a commercially available silicon
template (LightSmyth). The substrates were then coated with
collagen protein fibers, hexadecanethiol, or methylbenzenethiol.
The samples were then illuminated with the laser. The
illumination profile was either a uniform unfocused Gaussian
beam (Figure 2a) or a random, speckled pattern from the SLM

or an optical diffuser (Figure 2b). Changing the illumination
profile will change the location of the SERS hot spots. Due to
the large plasmonic field enhancement of the nanoholes, the
SERS signal would “blink” in time, allowing us to perform a
super-resolution SERS-STORM imaging process.25 Two frames
from the EM-CCD camera show the blinking behavior of a
single collagen strand (Figure 2c,d). As the SERS hot spots
blink in time, they can be localized,16 eventually forming a full
image.25 In our case, most data sets were analyzed with
rapidSTORM, an open-source software program that localized
the blinks.37 We also made use of custom MATLAB code from
our previous publication27 as verification. To minimize the
effect of the background signal, only “blinks” above a certain
threshold were used for imaging purposes, set as a parameter in
the rapidSTORM software. While blinking is typically
associated with random diffusion of molecules in and out of
hot spots, the blinking behavior of the collagen strands seen
here is perhaps due to random vibrations of the strands that
were adsorbed to the silver surface. See the Supporting
Information Video S1 for some sample data of a “blinking”
collagen strand.
Figure 2e−h show the effect on the final image quality of

shifting the SERS hot spots with various techniques. We first
illuminated a nanohole array surface with an area that contained
a ∼5 μm long collagen fibril. The SERS signal from this fiber
showed blinking behavior (Figure 2c, d) and was therefore
suitable for SERS-STORM analysis. For Figure 2, we used
rapidSTORM with a threshold specified that minimized the
background signal. With a static ∼10 μm wide illumination
beam and after collecting ∼1500 frames over several minutes,
the resulting SERS-STORM images had considerable “gaps”
(Figure 2e). This indicated that the plasmonic hot spots were

Figure 3. Super-resolution imaging of collagen fibrils on a hexagonal silver nanohole array. (a) Bright-field image of collagen fibers taken with a CCD
camera through a 100× microscope objective. (b) Scanning a laser and monitoring (c) the intensity of the SERS peak at 1500 cm−1 produces a
chemical map of the fiber with a resolution limited by the size of the focused laser spot. This is the same SERS spectrum shown in Figure 1,
reproduced here for convenience. A scanning geometry collected a full SERS spectrum at each point and thus contains information for both a
diffraction-limited SERS image and a chemical contrast image. Our SERS-STORM imaging technique aims to maintain the chemical contrast shown
in (c) while improving the spatial resolution shown in (b). (d) SEM image of the same collagen strand. (e) Overlay of a SERS-STORM image and
the same SEM image. (f) The SERS-STORM imaging technique reproduces the fine features of the strand, seen to traverse between the nanoholes
and, in other regions, (g) to have small curves and (h) splits.
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not uniform and were unable to illuminate the entire strand.
The SLM was then programmed to change the illuminating
profile randomly, producing a “speckled” pattern as in Figure
2b. This created random placement of the hot spots over the
illumination area. By randomly shuffling the speckle pattern
every 100 frames with the same total number of frames as
before, better imaging was achieved by filling in these gaps
(Figure 2f). In this case, the collagen fibril is observed to be
around 100 nm thick, consistent with previous observations41

and smaller than the diffraction-limited resolution of our
microscope. Therefore, the use of the SLM to randomly shift
the SERS hot spots was critical for reducing the presence of
large gaps in the images. We also tried a randomly rotating
stripe pattern as the illumination profile. After collecting 1500
frames of blinking and shifting SERS signals, the strand was
“filled in” as before (Figure 2g). The stripe patterns (∼1 μm
period) illuminated a larger area for the same overall beam
power and therefore had more noise in the final image. Finally,
if a similar effect could be reproduced through less expensive
and specialized means, our technique could then be more
readily available, accessible, and reproducible. To explore this,
fully replacing the SLM, a lightly scuffed plastic disk diffuser
was used and randomly moved about by hand in the path of the
illuminating laser beam shown in Figure 1. This happened
during the STORM imaging process. This randomly shifting
illumination profile also replicated a detailed STORM image of
the same collagen strand (Figure 2h).
Figure 2 shows that while the background noise varies in

each illumination technique, the collagen fiber is well
reproduced. Indeed, it appears as if illumination through a
randomly shifting optical diffuser produced one of the best
images (Figure 2h). Our results show that random, speckled
illumination patterns are sufficient to fill in the gaps for SERS
imaging. Therefore, random illumination through a diffuser,
instead of via the SLM (a single frame of the speckle pattern is
shown in Figure 2b), is sufficient if the diffuser randomly shifts,
rotates, or moves during the STORM imaging process. This
suggests that the illumination need not be tailored to the
specific metallic nanosurface as long as the illumination

includes a dynamic component to fill in the SERS hot spots
and the final SERS-STORM images. This opens up the
possibility, explored further below, that other plasmonic
substrates may also be suitable for similar SERS-STORM
imaging, namely, a randomly roughened, as-deposited silver
surface in place of the nanoholes.
Figure 3 demonstrates the accuracy of our imaging

technique. Initially, it is not clear that using a basic STORM
algorithm to localize each blinking event would produce an
accurate replication of the sample. For example, the blinking
and localization from the collagen fiber molecules may be
coupling and interfering with neighboring hot spots, shifting
the apparent location of the signals from their original
positions.43 To explore this possibility, Figure 3 depicts a
SERS-STORM image of another collagen fiber sample with an
SEM image of the same area. The same collagen strand was
imaged four different ways (SERS-STORM, laser scanning
SERS, bright-field imaging, and SEM). The image of the strand
in Figure 3a is a bright-field optical micrograph, showing the
nanohole array with extremely faint collagen strands running
around the surface. The image in Figure 3b was constructed by
monitoring the intensities of the SERS signal as a tightly
focused laser was scanned over the surface with the
nanopositioning stage. A chemical map is formed by plotting
the intensity of a particular region of the SERS spectrum, e.g.,
∼1500 cm−1 in Figure 3c, corresponding to the ν(CO)
stretching mode of the protein. The curved collagen strand is
seen, although the SERS intensity varies from pixel to pixel due
to the blinking effect or nonuniform hot spot generation. It is
the chemical contrast of Figure 3c we aim to replicate with our
SERS-STORM chemical imaging technique while at the same
time improving the spatial resolution of Figure 3b. Figure 3d
shows the SEM image of the same area, clearly showing the
collagen strands. This time, the strand is seen to weave in and
around the nanoholes, features that are not entirely resolvable
in the diffraction-limited optical images. Figure 3e shows the
SERS-STORM image overlaid with the SEM image. The SERS
image accurately reproduces the curvature (Figure 3f) and fine
features (Figure 3g) captured by the SEM. Figure 3h shows a

Figure 4. Super-resolution imaging of a chemical pattern. (a) Soft lithography is used to produce a PDMS stamp for (b) microcontact printing of
hexadecanethiol stripes. The stamp is a linear stripe grating with an 800 nm period. (c) Scanning the laser over the surface reveals an optical
reflection image of the nanoholes. (d) Monitoring the SERS intensity at 2500 cm−1 reveals (e) a diffraction-limited image of the chemical stripe
pattern formed via microcontact printing. (f) On a similar sample of methylbenzenethiol, these stripes can also be imaged via our SERS-STORM
technique, revealing finer features of the chemical pattern.
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fine split. Figure 3h was produced with rapidSTORM; the rest
were produced with our homemade MATLAB code.27 These
results suggest that standard STORM algorithms may be used
to accurately image nanohole arrays with minimal artifacts or
plasmonic coupling effects. This may be due to the nanohole
array not having a strong resonant grating order with the
emitted Raman light. Measurements from the SEM image also
show fiber widths to be ∼100 nm, similar to the SERS-STORM
image in Figure 2 and consistent with the literature.41

Other samples can also be imaged. For example, Figure 4
shows a chemical pattern of hexadecanethiol produced via
microcontact printing techniques and soft lithography.44 These
chemical patterns were printed directly on our nanohole arrays
and imaged in the same manner as Figure 3b. Figure 4a and b
show the microcontact printing process. Briefly, a soft
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp is prepared45 by using a
silicon template (LightSmyth) consisting of 800 nm spaced
lines. The PDMS was cured over the template and removed.
This produced a stamp with an inverted pattern of the
template. For microcontact printing44 of chemical patterns, the
surface of the stamp was coated with a solution of
hexadecanethiol for 30 seconds before drying the excess liquid
with compressed air. The PDMS stamp was then gently pressed
to a nanohole array surface for 20 seconds and peeled away,
leaving behind a chemical pattern. While the chemical pattern is
not seen with a standard bright-field microscope image (Figure
4c), chemical contrast is shown when a SERS peak is imaged
instead. A SERS spectrum of the surface was collected (Figure
4d), and a chemical image was formed by charting the intensity
of a selected peak (∼2500 cm−1, corresponding to the ν(SH)
stretching mode) across the surface as the laser was scanned.

Figure 4e shows a clear stripe pattern produced by the PDMS
stamp. This process was shown previously in a conference
proceeding.35 Here, to achieve subdiffraction-limited perform-
ance, we then used our SERS-STORM technique, shown in
Figure 4f. While the chemical pattern itself has rather large (400
nm) line widths due to the PDMS stamp that was used, an
improvement in resolution, sharpness, and details of the stripes
is seen. Figure 4e and f are from two separate samples produced
in an identical fashion, except Figure 4f was stamped with
methylbenzenethiol. Other nonuniformities in the two images
may be due to variations in the PDMS mold used for the
microcontact printing process.
In Figure 5 we show full chemical contrast imaging. The

images shown in Figures 2−4 were created either by
monitoring a single band (e.g., at ∼1500 cm−1) of a
diffraction-limited SERS signal or by monitoring the entire
broadband signal at once for STORM. But to achieve chemical
selectivity with our SERS-STORM imaging techniqueas
shown in the slow, diffraction-limited laser scanning mode of
Figure 3b,cit is important to capture the SERS spectrum.
This can be done by using a tunable band-pass filter (Semrock,
VersaChrome). By inserting the tunable band-pass filter before
the EM-CCD, an image with a ∼10 nm wide spectral band can
be captured and then compiled. This sample contained a
collagen fibril strand as well as a background layer of
methylbenzenethiol. By taking 26 separate images, each at a
different setting of the band-pass filter tuned from roughly 800
to 2600 cm−1, a spectrum of the sample can be reconstructed.
Figure 5a shows a SERS-STORM image of a collagen strand
collected when the band-pass filter was tuned to ∼1400 cm−1,
maximizing the contrast of the fiber. The microstructure of the

Figure 5. Chemical contrast imaging with SERS-STORM using a tunable band-pass filter. (a) Image of a collagen fibril with the band-pass filter
tuned to enhance the strand. In this case, the silver nanohole chip was also incubated with methylbenzenethiol to provide a chemical background.
Several regions along the collagen strand are marked. (b) Intensity of the collagen strand regions as a function of Raman shift using the tunable band-
pass filter. A prominent peak around ∼1400 cm−1 is seen in these regions. (c) Image of the same region, this time with the band-pass filter tuned to
enhance the background. (d) Intensity of several regions of the background as a function of Raman shift, this time showing peaks near ∼1000,
∼1400, ∼1600, and ∼2500 cm−1. The ∼2500 cm−1 peak is unique to the thiol, so in this way, super-resolution chemical contrast imaging can be
achieved with our plasmonic nanohole system.
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fiber is clearly resolved. The intensities of several regions (1, 2,
and 3) in Figure 5a along the strand are monitored and
produce a characteristic SERS spectrum. A prominent peak
arising at ∼1400 cm−1 is consistent with the literature for
collagen.41 At a different tuning of the band-pass filter, another
image was recorded that enhanced the signal from the
background, shown in Figure 5c. Plotting the intensity of
three other regions (4, 5, and 6) in Figure 5d, several new,
∼1000, ∼1400, and ∼1600 cm−1, peaks emerge that can be
assigned to the benzene ring breathing mode, the ν(HCH)
bending mode of the methyl substituent, and the symmetric
and asymmetric in-ring C−CC bending modes, respectively.
A third peak emerges at ∼2500 cm−1 in all three regions and is
distinct from the thiol ν(SH) stretch. This enables the
methylbenzenethiol to be discriminated from the collagen
fibril. The strand in Figure 5 appears wider than those in
Figures 2 and 3 perhaps due to imaging the methylbenzenethiol
chemical background through the band-pass filter, increasing its
apparent width. The spectral resolution (around 60−70 cm−1)
is due to the band-pass filter that was used and is not a
limitation of the rest of the setup. These results show super-
resolution SERS imaging of a sample region with chemical
contrast.
Finally, the simplicity of using randomly varying illumination

profiles to shift plasmonic hot spots and illuminate different
regions of a nanohole array suggests that perhaps even a
random SERS substrate could be used. To explore this
possibility, Figure 6 shows an as-deposited, 10 nm thick
rough silver film on a silicon substrate. The rough gaps, cracks,
and grains of the silver are sufficient to excite SERS. We
deposited collagen strands onto this sample as in Figures 2, 3,
and 5. Figure 6b shows the SERS-STORM image with a
uniform illumination beam. Clearly, the hot spot generation is
nonuniform. Figure 6c shows the SERS-STORM image
obtained by randomly altering the illumination profile as
before with the SLM. More features of the strand appear, again
showing fine details. Critically, the random nanotextured film
also required our “dynamic” phase shifting of the plasmonic hot
spots to “fill in the gaps”. This shows that dynamic illumination
(via an SLM or a simple optical diffuser) is important for super-
resolution imaging on two very different plasmonic surfaces,
opening up the door for more substrate optimization or
alternative substrate designs.
We have shown plasmonic nanohole arrays and as-deposited

silver films as super-resolution chemical imaging substrates
using a SERS-STROM technique. Importantly, randomly
varying the illumination profile via an optical diffuser was
necessary to fill in the hot spot gaps that often plague SERS
substrates. Comparison of our results to SEM images validated
the SERS-STORM imaging technique. Finally, to show

chemical contrast, a tunable band-pass filter was inserted into
the imaging path. These results show promise toward the
development of a general-purpose platform capable of super-
resolution, label-free chemical imaging of biological structures.

■ METHODS
A template stripping process was used to fabricate the nanohole
array. The silicon template was first cleaned in a H2O2/H2SO4
(1:1) solution for 10 min and thoroughly washed with
deionized water. Silver was then deposited onto the template
at a rate of 30 nm/min using a thermal evaporator. To form
clean, open nanoholes, the deposition needs to be at normal
incidence. To strip the patterned silver from the template, a
small drop of Norland 61 optical adhesive was used to adhere
the silver to a clean glass microscope slide. The patterned silver
was then stripped from the template. The 10 nm thick as-
deposited silver films in Figure 6 were fabricated in a similar
manner but used a smooth, unpatterned silicon chip. For
several experiments, the nanoholes were submerged in a
solution of 50 mM methylbenzene in ethanol for several hours
or microcontact printed with a 50 mM methylbenzenethiol
solution as described in the text. Collagen samples (derived
from rat tail) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. To assemble
the collagen into fibers for imaging, the powder was mixed to a
concentration of 1 mg/mL in 20 mM acetic acid and then
further diluted to 0.1 mg/mL in phosphate-buffered saline.
After incubating in 37 °C water for 3 h, a small ∼0.1 mL
portion of the polymerized solution was placed onto a fresh
nanohole array chip, washed with deionized water, and then
dried. The EM-CCD camera, spectrometer, and SLM were
controlled with LabVIEW. Typical laser powers were 100 mW,
although the SLM and the optical diffuser significantly reduced
the available power at the sample to only a few mW. Imaging
was performed on an inverted microscope with a 100×, 0.95
NA objective. For the scanning Raman imaging shown in
Figure 3b, the laser was focused with the SLM to a tight
diffraction-limited spot, and the microscope nanostage was
programmed in LabVIEW to step in a 5-by-5 μm square. At
each step, a SERS spectrum was recorded on the spectrometer
(Horiba microHR) with an exposure time of 500 ms and saved
with another custom LabVIEW program. For wide-field SERS-
STORM imaging, integration times on the EMCCD were ∼100
ms. This exposure time allowed for observation of the blinking
dynamics while at the same time giving sufficient signal-to-
noise. For a typical imaging experiment, a movie of the blinking
collagen strand or thiol pattern was recorded for several
minutes on the EM-CCD. This video (a sample is shown in the
Supporting Information) was then imported into rapid-
STORM,37 an open-source imaging platform that is capable
of fast and efficient localization of the blinking events. After

Figure 6. SERS-STORM imaging with an alternative substrate. (a) SEM image of a 10 nm thick, as-deposited silver film. Gaps and cracks are evident
that will produce SERS hot spots in random locations. (b) SERS-STORM image of a short collagen strand on the randomly rough silver film. Some
hot spots are seen, but there is no discernible structure. (c) By using our dynamic illumination technique to shift the locations of these hot spots,
more features of the strand appear.
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some calibration (e.g., the image pixel size in nanometers and
the diffraction-limited resolution of our microscope) a local
threshold value was set via trial and error to obtain the cleanest
SERS-STORM images with minimal background noise. We also
imported the videos into a custom MATLAB script for image
verification and obtained similar results (Figure 3e,f,g). The
MATLAB script smoothed the video frames with a Gaussian
convolution filter and found the position to within ∼10 nm of
all the local maxima above a certain threshold with a least-
squares fit of a two-dimensional second-order polynomial. The
positions of these hot spots were stored frame-by-frame and
rendered as a final composite image. For more information
about the sample preparation, optical setup, and imaging
procedure, see our previous publication.27 SEM imaging was
performed with a Hitachi SU1510 tungsten SEM. An
accelerating voltage of 5 kV was used to image the collagen
strands on the nanohole arrays. To image the nanoholes
separately or the as-deposited silver films, a higher accelerating
voltage of 30 kV was used to resolve the fine details.
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